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 Today we teach our students in every school of physics on this globe that space-time where time is the 
4

th
 dimension of space is the fundamental arena of the universe. The pictures below you can find in every text 

book of physics: “slices of time in space-time”.  
 

              
 
 
In our scientific imagination universe exits in space-time which is composed out of slices of time. Past is behind 
(in pictures on the left or below), future is ahead (on the pictures right or above). In this essay I will show that 
this scientific imagination is not adequate, it does not correspond to the situation in physical world.  
 
 In every experiment in physics we observe that changes follow one after another: when change X2 
enters in existence, change X1 does not exist anymore. When change X3 enters in existence, change X2 does 
not exist anymore. Changes have their own numerical order which is fundamental time. This fundamental time 
has exclusively a mathematical existence. When we measure fundamental time with clocks we get emergent 
time which is duration. If there is no measurement there is no duration. Duration in order to enter existence 
needs measurement from the side of the observer. With my colleague David Fiscaletti we publish a paper 
recently on the subject of fundamental and emergent time: http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10701-
014-9840-y 

 
Results of our research on time prove that “slices of time” cannot exist in the physical universe; they are pure 
imagination of scientific mind. Space-time cannot be fundamental arena of the universe. The only plausible 
alternative from our point of view is that we consider fundamental arena of the universe quantum vacuum 
where time has only a mathematical existence (fundamental time). Measurement of the observer is creating 
emergent time as duration in which nothing physical can exist. Duration is the consequence of measurement 
done by the observer. In physics of 21 century we need to abandon idea of time in which change run with idea 
that change run in quantum vacuum and time is their numerical order. This model is far more adequate with 
the reality. Changes do not run in time which is merely their numerical order.  
 
In quantum vacuum is always NOW. Changes run in NOW and duration takes place in NOW. This is the key 
understanding for quantum entanglement in which quantum vacuum is the immediate information medium 
between quanta.  
 
We recently publish a paper that quantum vacuum has its own energy density which defines curvature of 
space-time in General Relativity: http://www.degruyter.com/view/j/physica.2015.69.issue-1/physica-2015-
0004/physica-2015-0004.xml?format=INT 
 
In original version of General Relativity space-time is understood as a four-dimensional continuum in which 
changes take place. There is no trace of “slices of time” which were developed later on by people which did not 
fully grasp Einstein’s work.  
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Shapiro experiment confirms speed of light minimally diminishes with diminishing of density of quantum 
vacuum. Photon moves in quantum vacuum only and its speed depends on its density. There is no such a 
phenomena in physical universe as “time dilatation”. In every text book of physics we teach students that by 
Shapiro time dilate and so light travels longer distance. This is wrong teaching which misguide new generations 
of physicists in old paradigm of time as physical realty in which universe exists. We have to “jump” over and 
follow Einstein vision of NOW:  
 
…there is something essential about the NOW which is just outside the realm of science. People like us, who 
believe in physics, know that the distinction between the past, present and future is only a stubbornly persistent 
illusion.  
                                                                       Albert Einstein 

 

The Myth of Time Reversal Symmetry in the light of NOW 

In today physics time reversal symmetry means following: “Before we go any further, it's important to get a 
clear idea of what time reversal symmetry really means. At the simplest level, we may think of the laws of 
physics as equations involving a time variable t , and say that they are symmetric under time reversal if given 

any solution, and making the substitution t t  , we obtain another solution”: 

http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/time/ 

Time reversal symmetry implies that time t  can be positive or negative.  Our recent research confirm time is a 

numerical order of changes which run in quantum vacuum: http://link.springer.com/search?query=sorli+amrit+ 

This means changes run in quantum vacuum only and not in time. Fundamental time as numerical order is a 
mathematical parameter of changes. When measured by the observer turns in emergent time which is 
duration.  

Time as numerical order of changes cannot have negative value. This fact takes away credibility to the time 
reversal symmetry. There is no such a phenomena in the universe as a time reversal symetry and also there is 
no such a phenomena in physics. Time symmetry is smply a wrong concept which has leaded to the idea of 
»time arrow« which is epistemologically an »empty« concept in the sense that there is no »arrow of time« in 
physical universe.  

Linear time »past-present-future« is a psyhological time in which we experience changes which run in NOW of 
quantum vacuum. Strem of changes has no direction, »time direction« exists only in the human mind.  
 
Linear time »past-present-future« has origin in neuronal activity of the brain: 
http://www.nature.com/nrn/journal/v6/n10/abs/nrn1764.html 
 
Considering time the 4th dimension of space is the most misunderstood concept of 20th century science. There 
is nothing wrong with space-time model of Minkowski and space-time model of General Relativity. Wrong is 
that we imagine time as a 4

th
 dimension of space-time which is not true. The basic formalism of Special 

Relativity 4X ict   proves that clearly. In all formalisms of physics symbol time t  indicates numerical order 

and duration of changes which run in quantum vacuum which is NOW. In order to progress physics and science 
in generally we have to accept fully this truth. 
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